
No . 2

Jim Troeger, Director of Planning Development
City of
23 Union Street 

CT 06360

Re: Pre-Demolition Asbestos Screening

201 Street .

CT

Dear Troeger:

As requested, Mystic Air Quality Consultants, conducted a pre-demolition survey of
accessible at address above on August 22,2011. This survey was conducted by
Christopher a State licensed asbestos inspector (license to determine 

the of materials. The samples were by polarized light

microscopy at Hazards Services in Virginia.

In addition to the survey, a lead in screening of painted a calibrated
at the location noted above. The placing a calibrated

, X-ray fluorescence analyzer representative painted surfaces to the concentration of
lead in the paint that location. measures a centimeter of surface area.

each room one each component and the results are to be

extrapolated to each like that Should there be more than of lead
(0.9 to for equipment variation) detected that location, the i s considered by

State law to be painted. Lead-painted surfaces are considered to under the of
and to women are pregnant.

by polarized microscopy, following materialswere found to

asbestos containing:

Ma Estimated Affected Area

Plaster Over Exterior- front: 50 sq.

Window rise- front

10-12 rise-

13-15 Window rise-

40-42 Black Floor top layer {patterned) 100 sq.

43 -49 Floor top layer{patterned) 7,000 ft

50-56 Red Floor layer 7,100 sq.



.

by following materials were to be

Sample ted Area

69-71 Red Stair Floor 1,000 sq.

79-81 border of Show Room 100 ft.

94-96 picture 100 linear 

103-105 roof penetrations 20

106-1 Seam Tiles 25

109 Pipe Boiler Room 50 linear

Floor Roof 15 sq.

117-119 Fake siding 1,500 sq,

Any of roofing with to be treated

'becut out with flashing

The roster of suspect materials the tested. Those are not already
referred to as asbestos or assumed asbestos, can be as non-asbestos

of the

As required by and federal to demolition, all asbestos-containing
materials will need to be removed by a licensed asbestos abatement contractor employing and

certified follow all pertinent asbestos abatement regulations. 

Limitations of Asbestos

every effort made to cavities and other areas for pipe and

other PACM, survey and report only deal with accessible areas of the building. Additionally, 
there may be other non-accessible materials above ceilings, walls, and below
become evident during your demolition activity. Should requisite competent person

for the contractor discover such materials will need to be tested for so
of their and disposal (if required) be made.



Summary of Screening

The results of the testing have determined there various and

considered to be lead painted. See (6) for the lead

lead

addition are requirements concerning employee lead in the workplace that

apply to this (OSHA lead standard Essentially these standards
that contractors you might hire to do renovations, repairs, are required to
follow.

of the test results, please note does nor pre-
testing of paint in place as indicative of exposure potential because of procedures
can release levels of lead by it the and it airborne as
dust. Activities as dry scraping; sanding or abrading painted surfaces workplace
procedures that can this situation.

:

J. CSP, RS

Enclosure 1- Asbestos Lab Results Chain of Custody
Enclosure 2- Roster of Suspect
Enclosure 3- Inspector's of Property
Enclosure 4- Lead-in-Paint Abbreviation
Enclosure 5- of Lead Painted Surfaces

Enclosure 6- Lead Results


